Fuddyduddy Dean Ends Water Fight

A good-hearted right-wing student, Dean Fuddyduddy, who has been persistently and successfully resisted by the University Administration for over two years, finally yielded. The Dean, who had been watered with a garden hose for over two hours, was finally forced to admit defeat by the relentless pressure of the student body.

Executive Board Appropriate For "Hot Wire"

The ASUI Executive Board adopted the funds last night for the installation of a "hot wire" between the student union dorms because it can be settled immediately. However, the Board members were unable to decide on the location of the hot wire.

Fuddyduddy Dean Ends Water Fight

The Associated Students of University of Idaho (ASUI) has reached an agreement with the administration to end the water fight that has been ongoing for over two weeks. The Water Department has provided a hose that will be used to settle the dispute.

Party Leaders Release Methods

The Blue and Gold Party and the Student Body President announced the official methods for the upcoming election. The Blue and Gold Party released their methods for the primary election, while the Student Body President released the methods for the final vote.

Pingree High To Be Latest State College

The Blue Legislature has been dominated by Idaho State College from the beginning of the year. The legislature has been pushed to the background by the larger and more powerful universities.

No More Says IFC

The Interfraternity Council (IFC) has announced its support for the university's new policy on alcohol. The council has been working on the issue for several months and has met with university officials to discuss the matter.
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Idaho Pros Comments On State Tax Structure

University of Idaho economists warn new sales taxes could cause the state's economy to contract.

When asked if she thought Idaho's economic problems were related to the state's tax structure, Glenda A. Moore, assistant professor of economics, said;

"There is little evidence that this is the primary cause of the state's economic problems. However, there is some evidence to suggest that a tax structure that is more complex and difficult to administer may be contributing to the problem.

"In particular, the state's reliance on sales taxes may be causing problems because this type of tax is generally considered to be regressive, meaning that it places a larger burden on lower-income households. In addition, the state's high sales tax rates may be discouraging consumer spending and investment.

"It is important for the state to consider reforms to its tax structure that would promote economic growth and increase the state's competitiveness in the global marketplace.

"I would encourage the state to consider implementing a tax system that is more progressive, such as a combination of income and sales taxes, in order to reduce the burden on lower-income households and encourage greater economic activity."

Stock Research Session 2 May 2

Investors are concerned with the potential impact of new sales taxes on the state's economy. The state has recently been ranked among the highest in the country for tax burden.

"The state's high sales tax rates are a major concern for investors," said David W. Jones, an assistant professor of economics. "The high sales tax rates may discourage consumer spending and investment, ultimately leading to a slowdown in economic growth.

"In addition, the state's high sales tax rates may make the state less competitive compared to other states with lower sales tax rates. This could lead to a loss of business and investment in the state, further slowing economic growth.

"It is important for the state to consider reforms to its tax structure that would reduce the burden on consumers and businesses and promote greater economic activity."
Vandals Battle Pirates Here; Garner 3rd In Banana Belt

The Idaho Vandals, third place finisher in the Banana Belt, will hold a big advantage against the Miami Hurricanes when they play at Miami on Saturday. Dr. John T. Garner has announced that the Vandals will hold a big advantage against the Hurricanes when they play at Miami on Saturday.

24 Letterman Back, Optimism Seen As Andros Eyes Spring Ball Opener

The Vandals have 24 letterman returning for spring ball, which is the largest number of returning lettermen in the University of Idaho's history. The Vandals' season opener is set for February 15 against the University of Washington.

Linenty Still Undecided With Net Year Starting Thursday

The Vandals are still undecided about their net for the upcoming season. The team will meet on Thursday to decide on their net plans.

WRA Slated For Pin Turnney

The Vandals will host the Pin Turnney on Saturday, which is a popular event among the school's sports teams.

Bootspanstor, Almquist Gain IM Ping Pong Finals; B Basketball Action Near Ending

Bootspanstor, Almquist gain IM ping pong finals, with basketball action nearing an end.

Trackster Walk Away Action After Rainy

The trackster action was halted due to rain, but will resume on Saturday. The Vandals have a chance to win the trackster championship.

Missouri, Oregon, Fresno State Will Highlight '63 Idaho Grid State

The Vandals will host Missouri, Oregon, and Fresno State in their home opener of the season. The Vandals' season opener is set for Saturday against the Florida Gators.

Baker 9th, Von Tagen Ties For Fifth In NCAA Finals

Randy Baker and Kurt Jones tied for fifth place in the NCAA finals, with both finishing with scores of 72. Baker finished with the same score as Jones, but with a better second round score.

NOW! Dryclean 8 lbs. of clothes for $2.00

Try this new

Lowest price in town!
The Faculty recital was moved to Thursday afternoon, Jan. 11, at 3 p.m. in the Founda-

tion Hall auditorium. The Faculty recital was originally scheduled for Thursday, Jan. 5, but

was canceled due to the weather conditions.

Actors Tap Four, Elect New Heads

Four new members of the cast, the drama's leadership, were tapped after the first perfor-

mance of the year. The new members are Vincenzo

Migliaccio, Frank Klein, Jack O'Brien, and

Karen Simmons. All three members were tapped for excellence in interest and activity in drama at the University of Idaho.

Recently elected officers of the dramatics honor society are: Jennifer Nelson, Delta Chi's president; Julie Martinez, Phi Delta president; Kelsee Flood, council officer;

Dennis Dierko, fraternity president; and Mullen, Phi Beta president.

Moscio Bidder Gets Site Work

B. B. Bidco of Moscow won the contract for site development for the new Moscow

airport. The project consists of providing for the future growth and development of the

government's new airport. The University's development fund will

provide the funds. The

project will cost $100,000.
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Greek Decision Detrimental

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, MORGAN, IDAHO

The Inter-Fraternity Council and Pan-Phi Delta took a decision during the week that will be the deciding factor of their survival. The Pan-Phi Delta was struggling to make ends meet with the start of finals and is trying to stop publication of living groups average offerings and all profits going to Pan-Phi Delta.

The Greek is only as strong as its weakest links, and if these three units are aligned with the Pan-Phi Delta, the Greek will remain even stronger. The Greek, however, is in dire need of the Pan-Phi Delta and the Pan-Phi Delta is in dire need of the Greek. Without these two, the Pan-Phi Delta will certainly crumble. Without the Pan-Phi Delta, the Greek will remain in a state of turmoil, unable to achieve its full potential.

There is no way that these two units can work together on a project such as this. The Pan-Phi Delta has already shown that it will not commit to any project without the Greek, and the Greek has already shown that it will not commit to any project without the Pan-Phi Delta. This is a situation that cannot be resolved.

The Pan-Phi Delta has been charged with the responsibility of providing financial support to the Greek, and it is clear that this support is not forthcoming. The Greek has also been charged with the responsibility of providing financial support to the Pan-Phi Delta, and it is clear that this support is not forthcoming.

This is a situation that cannot be resolved, and the Pan-Phi Delta and the Greek will remain in a state of turmoil, unable to achieve their full potential. Without these two, the Greek will remain in a state of turmoil, unable to achieve its full potential.
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Wet Roads Forecast for Vacation Seekers

Idaho Argonaut

Holiday Starts Friday 5 p.m.

The southwest predicts wet roads and below-normal temperatures, which may disrupt some vacation plans this week-end. The long-week holiday officially starts Friday at 5 p.m., but the integration of over 60 million people into cars, trucks, and buses has already begun. A forecast has suggested a 90 percent likelihood of thunderstorms and scattered showers for the week, with temperatures remaining below freezing at night.

Ag Deps. Consolidate

Says Prexy

Four of the College of Agriculture departments are consolidating into one, in preparation for the Spring semester. The move, according to President D. Thulstrup, is part of a plan to integrate the departments and make them more efficient. The new department will focus on agriculture and forestry, with an emphasis on research and education.

The 500 Attend 7th Annual I.K. Sponsored Auction

Idora Lee Moore Reigns As Miss U of I

Miss U of I crowned her first lady of the university, and the selection process started with a fierce competition among the top candidates. The winner, Idora Lee Moore, was chosen from a large pool of applicants, but in the end, it was her poise, talent, and dedication that earned her the crown.

University Hosts "Science Fiction" Exhibit

The University of Idaho will host an exhibit on "science fiction," in a collaboration with the Idaho State Museum and the Idaho Science Center. The exhibit, which will run through the entire month of May, will feature a variety of interactive displays and educational programs.

Boise, Moscow One Acts Take Top Festival Honors

Boise High School and Moscow High School drama students won first place in the one Acts competition at the state festival.

Argonaut Officers Elected

New officers are in place for the Argonaut, the student newspaper of the University of Idaho.

Compete April 21

Bowl Team Young But Willing To Win

The University of Idaho's bowling team is set to compete in the national championship in April. With a young team, the Bulldogs are looking forward to making their mark on the national stage.

Members of College Bowl Set For Probe

The University "Colt Bowl" set for Thursday is at stake as the team prepares for a crucial match-up.

Blood Bucket Last Of Year

The last Blood Bucket has been set for tomorrow, from 1 to 3 p.m. According to Dr. J. Hodes, the chairman of the committee, "it was a real good event." Blood Bucket has been in existence for several years, and this year, the event will be held at the University of Idaho.

New Miss U of I Phi Beta Kappa

Phi Beta Kappa and Miss University of Idaho are proud to announce the selection of a new Miss U of I Phi Beta Kappa.

Sigma Tau Elects Slate

New officers for the Sigma Tau chapter have been elected, with Joe McCall selected as the new president.

Blood Drive Starts After Vacation

"If you don't feel good, there's a lot of things you can do to improve your mood." Blood Drive's organizers are inviting all University of Idaho students, faculty, and staff to participate in the drive.

Sprangus Spoolfools

April Fool's Day was highlighted yesterday by the annual "Sprangus Spoolfools," where students were encouraged to engage in harmless pranks.

Foreign Students Say Campus Needs Info Booth

Four foreign students at the University of Idaho expressed their opinion on campus facilities, including a desire for more information available to non-native students.

Grever Peens Pans Mine Campus

"The campus looks like a city on wheels," said Grever Peen, a student at the University of Idaho.

The University of Idaho Five

The University of Idaho Five, a student organization, is planning a series of events to celebrate the university's 125th anniversary.

Survivors of the Hawaii War

Survivors of the Hawaii War, which ended in 1945, are being honored by the University of Idaho. A ceremony is planned for next month, and all survivors are invited to attend.
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